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COVID-19 data and
publications
Crosslinking COVID resources in
Harvard’s DASH and Dataverse

COVID-19 works in DASH (Mar-Sept 2020): ≈40 works;
437K downloads
277 related COVID-19 ﬁles in Dataverse
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What is LDN?
Linked Data Notiﬁcations is a protocol
that describes how servers (receivers) can
have messages pushed to them by
applications (senders), as well as how other
applications (consumers) may retrieve
those messages. Any resource can
advertise a receiving endpoint (Inbox) for
the messages. Messages are expressed in
RDF, and can contain any data.

LDN enables a repository to receive
and send notiﬁcations…
…related to the content it hosts (or
may decide to host)...
…without passing the content itself
back and forth

Linked Data Notiﬁcations, W3C
Recommendation 2 May 2017

Could LDN help us link related outputs
between DASH and Dataverse?
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Inspiration

…a standard, interoperable, and decentralised
approach to linking research outputs hosted in
the distributed network of repositories with
resources from external services…using linked
data notiﬁcations
COAR’s Notify Project
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LDN for DASH and Dataverse?
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Harvard Data Commons
The vision of the Harvard Data
Commons is to improve the
researcher experience by
automating the ﬂow of research
data from research computing
environments to management,
publication, discovery and
preservation environments.

1.
2.
3.

Automating the technical pipeline between the research computing infrastructures and
Dataverse
Enhancing Dataverse to support machine-actionable workﬂows of various types, and
Automating connections between research systems and key library systems used for archiving
and publication
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Harvard Data Commons

Objective 3 - Automating connections between research systems and key library systems used for
archiving and publication

Objective 3B - Integrate Harvard Dataverse with DASH to connect datasets with open access
publications
Work packages include:
●

Specify Linked Data Notiﬁcation (LDN) message exchanges between Dataverse and DASH

●

Extend Dataverse submission UI to support adding a DASH text URI

●

Extend DASH submission UI to support adding a Dataverse dataset URI

●

Implement or reuse producer and consumer of LDN messages

●

Test
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HDC Objective 3B - LDN for DASH and Dataverse
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Beneﬁts of LDN to crosslink between DASH & Dataverse
Increase administrative efﬁciency: LDN messages alert repository administrators to add the
provided link to the indicated record (More automation is possible in the future)
Choose your adventure: Crosslinking can begin in DASH (paper) or in Dataverse (dataset), giving
authors greater ease of use
Enable exploration: Given the workﬂow efﬁciency, we hope to increase the number of crosslinked
related outputs in order to encourage deeper exploration of the open scholarly resources Harvard
researchers have made available to the public
Bespoke — be gone: 3 cheers for a standard, interoperable, and decentralized approach, as the Notify
Project puts it
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Thank you!
Colleen Cressman

colleen_cressman@harvard.edu

Colin Lukens

colin_lukens@harvard.edu
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